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Abstract—Visual exploratory analysis of large-scale databases often relies on precomputed query results in order to guarantee interactivity with the visualization system. This is especially true when the query requires joining tables across the database since join is one of the most computationally expensive operations and in the worst case requires joining every row of one table to every row of the other table. Advances in approximate query processing enable quick look summary statistics, but with limitations to the types and complexities of the queries. A recent advancement in approximate query processing is a technique called Wander Join, that performs random walks across these joins, resulting in faster convergence on aggregation values. However, this online aggregation technique is not tailored for visualization tasks that often involve filtering on one or more conditions or viewing aggregation values across multiple groups such as in bar charts. In both cases, the convergence rate is slowed since more samples are needed in order to find records that pass the filters, resulting in the user waiting longer for a confident result. To address this issue, we propose a generalization of the Wander Join algorithm that improves the convergence rate for visualization queries involving filtering and viewing aggregation. We implemented this improved version of Wander Join that we call Load-n-Go and compared it to the original, specifically in the context of visual analysis tasks. Our evaluation finds that our algorithm outperforms Wander Join by reducing the sample complexity. Load-n-Go requires up to 50% fewer samples for group by queries, and up to 85% fewer samples for filtering queries. Such reduced sampling complexity can represent up to 2x and 6x speedups respectively for visual exploratory systems using the Load-n-Go algorithm.

1 INTRODUCTION

Responsive visual exploration typically requires that the underlying data be available at interactive speeds. This requirement can be easily met when data resides in memory, but such a solution is not scalable. As the amount of data increases, the data must be stored on disk or in a remote database. As a result, the queries used to populate the visualization can take minutes, hours or longer to return, resulting in long wait times between each of the user’s interactions and diminishing the user’s ability to quickly explore the data.

This lag is exacerbated if the analysis queries involve joining data across multiple database tables. For example, consider the following SQL query that finds the average customer spending per region.

```
SELECT AVG(orders.order_total), location.region
FROM orders, customers, location
WHERE orders.customerID = customer.customerID AND
    customer.locationID = location.locationID
GROUP BY location.region
```

The query must read data from three separate tables, “orders”, “customers” and “locations”, combine them together using the expressions in the WHERE clause, partition the resulting data by location.region, and finally compute the average order_total for each region. JOIN operations are well known to be costly [35]. To compute fully accurate results, the join operation requires at minimum full scans of both input tables, and naive implementations take quadratic time in the sizes of the two tables.

1.1 Online Aggregation, Ripple Join, and Wander Join

Although the classic approach to improve query response times is to precompute all possible results, this can require a long wait time before the user sees any result. In contrast, it is often desirable to load new datasets and immediately start performing analyses. To this end, there has been recent interest in online aggregation algorithms that do not require precomputation and instead select samples “online” when the analyst submits a new query [19, 25, 3]. Such algorithms can provide real-time (approximate) query results along with their associated confidence intervals as the systems draw samples from the database while executing the query. The goal of this work is to reduce the number of samples necessary to achieve a desired error bound at a given confidence level. Reducing this sample complexity potentially means that the number of input records that need to be read can be reduced by orders of magnitude as compared to fully reading the input tables.

Extending the original online aggregation algorithm [19], Ripple Join was designed specifically to support JOIN queries [17]. Unfortunately, Ripple Join requires sample sizes that can be impractical for the interactive needs of visualization applications. For a query that joins tables A and B, the algorithm samples records from each table independently, and then checks whether or not they satisfy the JOIN condition, but often the join of two randomly chosen records is highly unlikely to pass. Thus, the number of records that need to be sampled can be very large before the CI converges to a satisfactory level and the approximate query result is sufficiently close to the ground truth.

The Wander Join algorithm addresses this issue [26]. Instead of sampling randomly from each table like Ripple Join, Wander Join samples randomly from table A and then chooses a record from table B that the record can join with. Wander Join does this by modeling the JOINs as a join graph and walking along edges to find a valid record to join against in the next table. This method increases the convergence rate of the query, resulting in less wait time for the user to achieve a higher confidence estimate.

Although Wander Join is a significant improvement over prior techniques for executing JOIN queries, it is not directly suited for interactive visualization. A key limitation is that it draws samples independently of the WHERE and GROUP BY filters in the query. This problem is exacerbated when few records are able to satisfy the filters, as is the case when the user is interested in a small segment of the dataset, or when the groups in the GROUP BY query exhibit skew. Crucially, these two conditions are common in interactive visualization scenarios.

We evaluated Wander Join in interactive visualization settings where users want to dynamically filter on expensive JOIN queries, and extended its techniques to reduce the sample complexity for this class of query workloads. This extension of Wander Join addresses the needs of interactive visualizations where users often select subsets of data resulting in executing expensive JOIN queries with highly selective filters.
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1.2 Load-n-Go

At its core, our proposed system, Load-n-Go, is a progressive visualization system that improves the accuracy of the visualization over time. It uses an extension to Wander Join that addresses the limitations described above. The key algorithmic insight in Load-n-Go is to take the query filters into account when drawing samples from the database by prioritizing samples that are more likely to satisfy the filters. To achieve this, we integrate the idea of importance sampling [18] into Wander Join and describe how to perform this prioritization.

In evaluating and comparing with Wander Join, our technique outperforms the original algorithm for queries involving WHERE and GROUP BY clauses. By skipping samples that do not pass the filter, we achieved a convergence rate that is up to 6 times faster than Wander Join, meaning Wander Join requires 6 times more samples than Load-n-Go to achieve the same confidence interval. When executing GROUP BY queries, we require up to 50% fewer samples than Wander Join when group membership is unevenly distributed.

2 RELATED WORK

There is a clear need for highly responsive visual interfaces that can explore large databases. There has been recent interest in co-designing interactive visualization with the underlying data processing systems that compute the results rendered onscreen [41, 42].

The most relevant work has been in progressive visualization systems that quickly render results with wide confidence intervals (less accuracy) and improve the accuracy over time. Systems such as sampleAction [15] were instrumental in showing that users benefited from seeing immediate results alongside incrementally improving accuracies, and that users felt more empowered to actively explore their data instead of waiting for queries to complete. Their results highlight the importance of researching effective ways to visualize approximate and improving results [13, 43, 30, 33], as well as a need for further study.

Towards scalable systems, Im et al. [21], Pansare et al. [32] and others [8, 5, 22] developed systems for running online aggregation in a distributed manner. They take advantage of MapReduce and other distributed computation infrastructure, but are limited to queries on single tables, and do not provide user controls to adjust the resources that the system devotes to computing higher accuracy values for different groups in the visualization.

Beyond online aggregation, there are a number of techniques that can be used to support visual exploration and analysis of big data. In addition to sampling [1, 2, 9, 23, 27, 12, 11, 14, 13, 34, 37, 21] and precomputation [38, 28, 29, 31, 40], researchers have also explored the use of predictive prefetching [10, 7, 4, 6] and specialized databases such as column stores [39] and in-memory databases [24]. Additionally, some systems use a combination of these techniques [4]. For a more comprehensive review of these techniques and their use in visualization, refer to the survey by Godfrey et al. [16].

3 WANDER JOIN ALGORITHM

Wander Join represents the state of the art in online aggregation across JOINs. Like most other approximate query processing techniques, it provides online aggregation support for computing summary statistics such as sums and counts. More importantly, it improves on the convergence rate over Ripple Join by intelligently selecting which records to join with. It does this by modeling the JOINs as a join graph and walking along edges to find valid joined data. Figure 1 shows an example join graph for joining tables A, B and C. In this graph, each row (e.g. a1, a2, a3) represents a record in one of the tables, and an edge between two rows means that the two records can be joined in a natural join. Wander Join selects one of the records (a1, a2, a3) in Table A, then randomly selects a path to Table B, and repeats for Table C.

An estimate of the aggregate value is returned after each walk. Since random walks will not return the uniform distribution needed to generate an unbiased estimate, Wander Join uses the Horvitz-Thompson estimator [20]. This removes bias by dividing the value to be aggregated by the probability of having chosen the path taken to reach that value. For example, assuming the tables A, B and C can be joined across their common dimensions:

$$A(d1, d2) \bowtie B(d2, d3) \bowtie C(d3, d4)$$

(1)

We run a query to sum over the dimension d4. Wander Join selects a2 from the join graph below. It then randomly selects one of the edges leading from a2 to Table B, resulting in either b1 or b2 as the next record. If it picks b2 then c1, c2 or c3 is chosen next according to the graph. The probability of selecting this path is \(\frac{1}{2} \times \frac{1}{2} \times \frac{1}{2}\). Let \(v(d4)\) be the value of the d4 attribute for this sample. The Horvitz-Thompson estimator would return: \(v(d4)/\left(\frac{1}{2} \times \frac{1}{2} \times \frac{1}{2}\right)\).

![Fig. 1. In Wander Join, JOINs are modeled as a graph, and random walks are taken along valid paths to select a sample.](image)

A walk will fail if a record does not pass a filter specified in the query. In this case, the aggregate value is treated as 0 to keep the Horvitz-Thompson estimator unbiased, since this sample is in the probability space of the distribution. However, this slows convergence of the estimate. For the rest of this paper, we treat the convergence rate as measuring the reduction of the estimate’s relative standard error:

$$\eta = \frac{z\sqrt{\frac{E}{N}}}{v}$$

(2)

where \(v\) is the variance of the estimate, \(E\), and \(N\) is the number of samples taken (\(\frac{z\sqrt{E}}{N}\) is the standard error of the estimate). \(z\) is the z-score for the half width of the given confidence level. As the number of samples increases, the relative error approaches 0. The relative error allows us to compare convergence rates over different queries.

3.1 Using Wander Join in Visual Exploration

In order to evaluate Load-n-Go, we implemented the Wander Join algorithm and compared its performance to Load-n-Go. To ensure that the comparison is fair, we: (1) evaluated the performance of the two algorithms based on the number of samples needed to reach convergence instead of clock time where language, experimental platform, etc. can affect the results, (2) used the same experiments described in the original Wander Join paper, and (3) extended the evaluation to include queries relevant to interactive visualization where filtering using the WHERE and the GROUP BY clauses are common.

3.1.1 Data

Similar to the original Wander Join paper, we evaluated the performance of Wander Join using the TPC-H benchmark, a synthetically generated dataset that simulates a data warehouse, and includes a set of queries that represent common analysis queries by business analysts. For our evaluation, we used four sizes of TPC-H data: 1MB, 10MB, 100MB, and 2GB. However, we found that regardless of the data size, the performance profile remains the same, likely due to the nature that TPC-H data is generated by drawing from an even distribution. As a result, we only report the evaluation results using the 10MB dataset to reduce the impact of disk access delays during testing.

3.1.2 Validation Experiment

To verify that the accuracy of our Wander Join implementation is consistent with the original, we ran a validation experiment comparing performances for the following query to reach 95% confidence level:

```
SELECT sum(l_quantity) FROM part, lineitem WHERE part_p_partkey = lineitem.l_partkey
```
The results of this experiment show that both implementations of Wander Join required the same number of samples to achieve the same confidence interval, thus validating that our implementation is faithful to the original.

3.1.3 Evaluating Common Visualization Queries

We tested Wander Join’s performance with filtering. First we tested the performance of Wander Join with queries involving WHERE clauses:

```sql
SELECT sum(l_quantity) 
FROM part, lineitem 
WHERE part.p_partkey = lineitem.l_partkey 
AND part.p_size <= X 
AND lineitem.l_quantity <= Y
```

This query returns the number of total parts sold for parts with sizes smaller than or equal to X and when the number sold per order is Y or less. X and Y were varied to filter out 0% to 99% of all rows in the full JOIN. If a filter is highly selective, most records do not pass the filter conditions (meaning the selective percentage is the percent of rows that are rejected by the filter conditions compared to the full JOIN without filtering). The higher the selective percentage, the fewer number of records that pass the filters.

Figure 3 shows the relative error for each level of filtering after 10,000 samples were taken for Wander Join. Note that when the selective filtering percentage is at 90% (the WHERE clause in the query filters out 90% of the data), the uniform sampling approach of Wander Join can be inefficient. This is because most of the samples drawn by Wander Join in this highly selective query will be considered a “failed walk” as these samples do not satisfy the WHERE condition.

For Wander Join to achieve 0.01 relative error, 208,000 samples would be needed. In contrast, the full JOIN of this query requires 60,175 rows. It is clear that in this case, the effectiveness of Wander Join is not only significantly reduced but Wander Join is over 3 times slower than running the full JOIN.

Our last set of testing was to evaluate Wander Join’s performance for GROUP BY queries. We ran the same query as in the filter tests, but without the filter conditions and grouped on part size. We limited the dataset to have 40 different part sizes:

```sql
SELECT sum(l_quantity) 
FROM part, lineitem 
WHERE part.p_partkey = lineitem.l_partkey 
GROUP BY part.p_size
```

This resulted in 40 groups, with an even distribution of the 60,175 records across all groups. It took approximately 25,000 total samples for an evenly distributed dataset. The group to achieve the same .05 relative error across all groups, nearly double the remaining groups. It now takes Wander Join over 50,000 samples to achieve the same.05 relative error of the estimating groups, but also improving the relative error of the dominate group.

5 Load-n-Go: Wander Join for Visual Data Exploration

To address the limitations described above, we extended Wander Join to develop Load-n-Go. The key algorithmic insight in Load-n-Go is to take the WHERE and GROUP BY clauses into account when drawing samples from the database by prioritizing samples that are more likely to satisfy the filters. We achieve this by integrating the idea of importance sampling [18] into Wander Join, which allows us to prioritize samples by weighting them based on their importance to the query. Wander Join uniformly samples (the weight of each record is the same for all records), which can degrade the convergence rate under filtering and GROUP BY queries. By adding importance sampling, we can sample non-uniformly by changing record weights.

We apply importance sampling in two ways. For filter queries, we set the weight to 0 for records that do not pass the filters. This prevents Load-n-Go from sampling the record again in the future, thereby reducing sample failures and the overall number of samples needed to reach convergence. All other records are sampled from uniformly.

Secondly, importance sampling is used to uniformly sample from all groups in a GROUP BY query, resulting in all groups converging at the same rate, regardless of the number of records in each group. We weight each record based on the number of records that also fall into that record’s group and start sampling from the table containing the GROUP BY attribute. This allows Load-n-Go to uniformly sample based on group instead of uniformly by record and all groups converge at the same rate. Now the user is not waiting for a group with low membership to converge. The following sections discuss how we applied importance sampling in more detail, as well as our evaluation of the methods and comparison to Wander Join.

5.1 Evaluating Highly Selective Queries

Filtering data is a common task of exploratory analysis [36]. Consider a retail company business analyst interested in the average a customer spends on clothing, as opposed to all the items her company sells. Her query uses a filter to limit the average calculation to only include clothing items. As seen in section 3.1.3, Wander Join’s performance in this scenario can be worse than executing the full query.

Our solution is to prune out samples that do not pass the filter. By eliminating those records, we prevent sample failures and can converge with less samples (and therefore faster) than Wander Join.

5.1.1 Method

When a filtering query is issued, we set the weight of each record uniformly. As we sample, if we encounter a record that fails the filter, we set the record’s weight to 0 and consider this sample a failure. Although we still have a failure in the same sense as Wander Join, the key difference from Wander Join is that by setting the weight to 0, we will guarantee that we never sample this failed record again. This is beneficial since Wander Join’s sampling is with replacement; any record has the chance to be sampled multiple times, regardless of whether the record has failed the filter criteria once before. The bigger benefit is that this record is pruned from all paths that lead to it. Using Figure 2 as an example, we see that two possible paths to sample are \( a_1 \rightarrow b_1 \rightarrow c_2 \) and \( a_1 \rightarrow b_2 \rightarrow c_2 \). If Load-n-Go selects \( a_1 \), then \( b_1 \), then \( c_2 \) and record \( c_2 \) fails the filter. \( c_2 \)’s weight is now 0 and is pruned. Now not only has \( a_1 \rightarrow b_1 \rightarrow c_2 \) been eliminated as a possible path, but also \( a_1 \rightarrow b_2 \rightarrow c_2 \). By pruning out the failed record, we prevent any path from sampling that record again.

We also recursively prune the path when possible. For example, if a record in Table A can only \( \text{JOIN} \) with records that have been pruned out in Table B, then the record in Table A can be pruned out as well. We continue recursively pruning back up the path when we encounter a failure.
5.2 Evaluating Group By Queries

As discussed in earlier sections, GROUP BY queries are ubiquitous in exploratory analysis. More often than not, the data rendered by a bar chart or heat map is computed as the result of a GROUP BY query over the x, or x and y, axis attributes.

Since Wander Join uniformly samples each record from the underlying table, each group’s convergence rate depends on the proportion of records that belong to the group. Thus, it can take a large number of samples before the algorithm draws a record for an unpopular group. We address this issue, we use importance sampling to uniformly sample from each group by weighting the records in each group relative to the number of records in the group and the number of total groups.

5.2.1 Method

To ensure uniformly sampling from each group, we weight each record in the table referenced in the GROUP BY clause with this formula:

\[
\alpha_i = \frac{1}{\alpha} \frac{n}{n_i} \tag{3}
\]

where \(\alpha\) is the number of records that are in the same group as record \(i\) and \(\beta\) is number of distinct groups. The intuition is that we want to sample from each group evenly, and sample each record within each group evenly. The \(\frac{1}{\alpha}\) term ensures uniform sampling of records in a given group, while \(\frac{1}{\beta}\) ensures uniformly sampling from each group.

With this weighting, Load-n-Go randomly selects from the GROUP BY table first, guaranteeing even sampling from each group. The records in the next tables are weighted uniformly as before. Using Figure 1 as an example, assume Table A contains the attribute we will group on and records \(a_1 \ldots a_n\) will be weighted according to equation 3. Records in Table B and Table C will be weighted uniformly. We do not need to adjust their sampling rates since we have already guaranteed even sampling by group from reweighting records in Table A.

5.2.2 Evaluation

We ran the same GROUP BY query as in section 3.1.3 on the evenly distributed TPC-H dataset, where equal number of records fell into each group. We also tested with the same skewed dataset as in 3.1.3, so that 22% of the data fell into one group and the remaining data was evenly distributed across the remaining 39 groups.

To achieve .05 relative error across all groups, the same number of samples are needed regardless of the data distribution, since Load-n-Go samples evenly from each group, and the groups converge at the same rate. This is in contrast to Wander Join, which needed twice as many samples as Load-n-Go to reach the same relative error.

Figure 4 shows the number of samples needed for Load-n-Go and Wander Join to reach relative errors 0.1 to 0.01 on the skewed dataset. Load-n-Go required 25% to 50% fewer samples than Wander Join to reach the same relative error.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

We present Load-n-Go, a progressive visualization system that extends online aggregation to enable interactive data exploration. Load-n-Go improves on the latest online aggregation algorithm, Wander Join, by using importance sampling. Importance sampling allows Load-n-Go to converge much faster on highly selective WHERE queries and converge uniformly on all groups in GROUP BY queries, regardless of data membership distribution.

We showed that Load-n-Go outperforms Wander Join on filtering queries and performs equally as well on non-filtering queries. We also showed that Load-n-Go requires up to 50% fewer samples than Wander Join to converge on all groups in a GROUP BY query.

Through Load-n-Go’s evaluation, we identified multiple opportunities for future work. Being able to preprune out records that do not pass query filters would improve Load-n-Go’s convergence rate even further. We’d also like to explore importance sampling as applied to rare or extreme values, so they are not missed in the sampling process. Load-n-Go has shown to be an improvement over current online aggregation methods for visualization tasks and through future work can be an even more capable system.